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ABSTRACT

HelpdeNcs are becoming increasingly more important in large
organisations. These organisations may be commercial or

academic. However, management of such helpdesks is be-

coming increasingly more difficult as the amount of knowl-

edge that must be acquired and maintained by the advisor

becomes rapidly unmanageable. The sources of information

are highly distributed and the domains are becoming larger.

No one person can be an expert in all necessary domains.

Many attempts are being made to increase the effectiveness

of these helpdesks. The solution may lie in an intelligent

assistant for the advisor. This paper describes such a system.

The advisors remain centrat to the process. They may train

the system and their ability to communicate effectively with

a variety of users, each with different experience and knowl-

edge, modes of learning and information requirements cannot

be replicated by a software system. However, an intelligent

system can help the advisor to maintain their knowledge, ac-

quiring knowledge from a variety of sources and assisting in

the diagnosis of problems. ‘I%e advisor formulates queries

from users for the system, receives the information from the

system and communicates this in a manner appropriate to the

user who had the initial problem.

KEYWORDS: Agents, blackboard architecture, advisory

system, interface, answer filters.

INTRODUCTION

Helpdesks have traditionally been employed by hrge oryn-

isations to provide assistance or information in person or via

the telephone to customers, employees and other interested

parties.
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Managing helpdesks is becoming increasingly difficult be-

cause of the following trends:

● the volume of calls to helpdesks is increasing,

● the complexity of knowledge required is increasing,

● the diversity of knowledge required is increasing,

. the cost of operating the helpdesks is increasing,

● the variability of the user community is increasing.

Helpdesks are especially important in providing technical in-

formation about procedurw and regulations (eg answering

questions regarding...) The advisor must build an awareness

of each client’s capabilities and experience, and must have the

ability to absorb information about new systems and updates

of old systems.

Many attempts are being made to increase the efficiency and

effectiveness of helpdesks; automation is the most serious

one. Traditional computerised solutions include searching

databases. However, because of the increased complexity

and quantity of the stored information, this approach is be-

coming less effective.

This paper describes a semi-automatic helpdesk system. The

functionality of the system has been developed and the inter-

face to the system is currently being implemented.

A SOLUTION

The solution may lie in the creation of an expert system

that will “assist the assistors”, The developing areas of Dis-

tributed Artificial Intelligence and Knowledge Based Systems

offer radical new ways to approach the problem of alleviating

the workload on the advisor. Barr ( 1990), a consultant spe-

cializing in the automation of helpdesks, believes that intelli-

gent helpdesk systems provide one of the most cost-effective
mans of knowledge distribution.

An example is a helpdesk that provides a hotline for em-

ployees to troubleshoot problems in computer hardware and
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networks. The requests are made by phone. Helpdesk opera-

tors call an Expert System for help. The information provided

by the employee is keyed in using a simple menu system. The

Expert System then asks a few questions and provides brief

procedures to help diagnose the problem. The Expert System

provides diagnosis and instructions on what to do next. The

consultation takes about 10 minutes (Karen 1988). The sys-

tem expedites the work of the helpdesk operators, and also

allows the operators to diagnose problems that would previ-

ously be directed to a higher level of expert. The system can

also be used to train the helpdesk workers.

THE FUTURE

The advisor will remain centrat to the process, to which the

system will bean intelligent assistant. The advisor will inter-

act with the system, formulating user requests into meaningful

queries. The advisor can also train the system to improve its

responses and interpret the responses for the inquirer. Abra-

ham er al. (1991) provide a complete discussion and suggest

the foIlowing basic features for any such system:

● provide assistance to a advisor,

● collect information from the user network,

● store the user information in.a database,

● use stored data from past consultations to personalise the

current session,

● use data from past consultations to induce new rules and

thus facilitate learning over time,

● Use historical data to produce management reports (high-

light specific problems and trends).

THE KCM PROJECT
An semi-automated intelligent helpdesk is currently under

development at Stirling University as part of the Knowledge

and Constraint Management (KCM) project. It is an interdis-

ciplinary undertaking, with team members coming from the

fields of Artificial Intelligence and Human-Computer Inter-

action. The system’s task is to assist advisors in a centralised

Computer Support Service. Advisors are highly skilled in-

dividuals. An advisor is required to have knowledge of a

number of different systems and applications availsble on

those systems. The advisors must continually update their

knowledge to keep up with developments and to be helpful.

To do this, the advisors must have access to system informa-
tion held in diverse forms at different locations. Therefore

it must be capable of operating over a computer network.

These forms include databases, CD-ROMS and online manu-

als, computing officers and other human experts. They also

have access to a history of queries if the enquirer has asked for

information on a previous occasion. An intelligent helpdesk,

to assist in the advisor’s task, must also be able to acquire

information from such sources. It must be able to assist in the

diagnosis of problems, in the maintenance of client profiles

and to do all this in a m.anncr which results in an intelligent

explanatory report for the advisor.

The System
The helpdesk is based on a network of communicating asyn-

chronous blackboard systems (Englemore and Morgan, 1988)

written in SEPIA Prolog. A number of system agents are

used to interface application programs on remote machines

(eg ORACLE used to log client-advisor question-answer in-

formation, BRS used to store advisory newsletters in an eas-

ily accessible free text retrievat format). This was deemed

the most promising structure to implement the system as it

must be capable of problem solving, of integrating infor-

mation from a variety of knowledge sources held in diverse

forms and of permitting incremental development and mod-

ification. A blackboard, partitioned and layered as required,

holds the current state of the system. A scheduler calls upon

the knowledge sources to write on the blackboard using their

own expertise. TM expertise may be of any kind, possibly

to generate a hypothesis concerning the solution to part of the

problem, to access a remote database for information rele-

vant to the current problem or to construct an explanation of

the sohrtion to a problem. The tasks of interfacing with the

user and carrying out the required computations have been

separated. This atlows for independent development of both

aspects of the system.

At present. the helpdesk blackboards are functional and the

interface blackboard (XBS) is being written.

The Blackboards
The elements of the helpdesk system architecture are

BEBS : Back End Blackboard System. This coordinates

the Client–Advisor dialogue and issues commands and

messages for the other blackboards. It also waits for re-

sponses from the other blackboards and processes any

immediately,

FEBS : Front End Blackboard System. Each conceptual task

that the helpdesk can perform is assigned to a specially

constructed system agent. FEBS deals with all the calls

into the distributed agent system which must be made

as a result of the Client–Advisor dialogue. FEBS can

aIso examine the progress of these agents and interfere

with their execution.

XBS : X-interface Blackboard Sys[em. This is the advi-

sor’s interface. It mediates between the advisor and the

helpdesk system by providing an X window editor for

input of queries by the advisor.

DBS : Diary Blackboard System. his is responsible for

checking previous Client-Advisor dialogues and mak-

ing profrles, judging system performance, developing

explamions and learning.
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For further system details see Bland et al ( 1992).

This architecture allows for high level separation of concerns

and orthogonality of concepts. The most important elements

are BEBS and FEBS. The system related functions are han-

dled by FEBS, which acts as an agent activation controller,

and coordinator of requests from other blackboards. This

leaves BEBS free to formulate questions, construct messages,

deal with conflicts and make new proposals. The system

functions are separated from the high-level problem solving

functions.

The Advisor’s Interface
The advisor uses an X windows interface to the system. The

interface allows a combination of graphical interactions and

restricted natural language (Guindon ef. al. 1987; Guindon

1988). The interface design was derived from an analysis of

two years of advisory logs. Queries were split into types and

a shorthand notation for the advisor and functional notution

for the helpdesk devised.

We are currently working on a scheme for graphical query

input which presents the advisor with an X window editor for

constructing standard structured queries. These structures re-

flect the underlying nature of the client’s que~ and so provide

the helpdesk with a clue as to how to answer it.

Standard Query Types
From an analysis of session logs developed at the Computer

Support Service over the first year of the helpdesk’s function,

the basic query types to emerge are:

“hews”
how to display file on screen

how to print on psychology’s printer

how to get greek letters

how to read mail

“cans”
can i have unix on a PC

can cricket grnph plot missing vatues

‘%vants”

want advice on which mouse to buy

want copy of kermit

want to transfer files to supervisor

“unable”

unable to send mail to BERKELEY. QAL.EDU

ps7eel unable to log in

“problems”
problem formatting 2Mb disk

problem with 31T6 setup

problem joining files wi[h cat

%vhats”

what spreadsheet is avtilable on the mainframe

what plotter to use on VAXB

what equipment to buy

These types are listed in descending order of frequency of

occurrence in the session log. The examples given along

side each type of request are examples from the log. The

examples used illustmte the vagueness of requests, diversity

of knowledge required by an advisor and forms of language

used when advisors log the problem.

We envisage a simple input routine based on these main query

types, inputting in this way means that the query is already

broken down into semantic parts. Given that we are able

to isolate the important parts of the query and use a vector

information retrievat method (Dunlop, 1991), we will have

successfully taken a dialogue between the client and advisor

and created from it a query which can be passed to the sys-

tem. At this point, the links between the query formulation

and FEBS are made. Agents in FEBS deal with each question

type. Agents will know where to look for the answers and

how to deal with the possibly large quantity of information

returned. Here the advisor has a key role, deciding on what

level of explanation will be most suitable for the particular

client. This role brings in the notion of Answer Filters. These

act on the same information to extract different aspects perti-

nent to individual clients.

The Advisors’ Connection with the Helpdesk
The advisor begins a session by logging on to an X terminat

which is attached to the system via XBS. The advisor now

has access to a UNIX operating system which can be used

to pursue his own enquiries and atso access to a set of icons

which can awaken the Helpdesk and ask it to perform some

function.

The advisor communicates directly with BEBS by means of

a menu and typing information at the terminal. Tlis black-

board is the first level of abstraction offered to the advisor and

it deals directly wilh the advisor while instructing FEBS to

carry out system specific operations. While these operations

are carried out, the advisor is free to do other tasks. An icon

is sent to the screen when the reply is ready to be displayed.

XBS is also responsible for packaging the results for presen-

tation on the advisor’s screen. Error states, such as loss of

functionality in the distributed network can also be reported

in d simihr manner, keeping the advisor informed about the

current state of investigation.

Long Term Diary
An agent will maintain a history of each query-answer suc-

cess or failure in a long term diaxy file. Such files would then

provide the mw data for DBS.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper summarizes ongoing work on the automation of

a helpdesk. The design and implementation put forward is

for a semi-automatic system with the advisor maintaining a

key role in the process. We are providing a practicaI way to

deal with the query input stage and also working with Answer

Filters to apply to the total information returned by the system

in order to extract a view of that information pertinent to each

individual user.

This system has been developed with the full cooperation of

the advisors in the Computer Support Service and has been

designed with them and the tasks they carry out in mind.

However, there is substantial research to be undertaken to

evaluate the effectiveness of such systems. The views of the

advisor should be paramount, this will take place when the

system is fully operational. Then as a result of these usability

studies, the system can be further refined.

At present, the functionality of the helpdesk has been im-

plemented and the prospects for an effective helpdesk look

promising. However, the interface to the system is crucial

and once this is fully implemented the consequences for the

future of the system will be fully reatised.
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